
New Shape, New Style...

The New Telis Collection

TI N B Y



Sleek and smooth, the Telis RTS 
Lounge adds real sophistication 
to top line décor.

A new look at shading 
Telis RTS Silver is a natural blend with 
any lifestyle. 

control,  the 

Telis RTS Silver Telis RTS Lounge

Telis RTS Pure

The Telis RTS Collection... 
brightens the future of 

®Radio Technology Somfy (RTS)  

Enjoy convenient and reliable control of interior window coverings, 
retractable awnings, rolling shutters and more with SOMFY's Telis 
Collection.  Choose from four unique Radio Technology SOMFY™ (RTS) 
transmitters that feature a new streamline shape and rubber edging 
for increased durability. 

Combined with the performance of Somfy’s  AC, DC and battery 
RTS motors, the Telis Collection makes it possible to memorize a “favorite”
position.  Pressing the “MY” button on the transmitter will automatically 
send the awning, window covering, shutter, etc. to this  position .  For 
example, shades, shutters and blinds will align for a uniform look and
awnings will lower to just the right distance to keep the sun’s rays out of 
a home.  

powered 

The Telis Collection is available in single and five channel versions 
control of individual or groups of shading systems up to 65 ft. away, and is 
compatible with Somfy's DecoFlex WireFree™ RTS wireless  wall switch, 
Chronis Comfort RTS timer, Eolis 3D WireFree™ RTS and Sunis WireFree™ 
RTS sun and wind  sensors.   

allowing 

Telis RTS Patio

Ideal for decks and patios, the Telis RTS Patio is shock proof and water 
resistant.  It is also available in a Soliris version so you can conveniently 
control your sun/wind sensors.

Enjoy remote control convenience of your interior and exterior motorized 
shading systems with the simple push of a button.  It is also available in a 
Soliris version so you can conveniently control your sun/wind sensors.
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